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Walt Palac should be recognized for this award because he knows how to push us; I know from experience.  The first time I met him as a freshman, I was terrified to use most of the tools in our shop, even though I had had several training sessions with them already.  Mr. Palac was very patient with me, but also didn’t tolerate my crazy “What if this goes wrong?” questions.  Every time anyone on our team is afraid something won’t work (be it a repair or our design), he always asks, “Where’s your sense of adventure?”  He reminds us that doing well in competitions is nice, but it’s better to learn what went right and wrong and to use those things to help us in the future.  He also tries to get our team members as involved as possible in the shop, and is constantly asking people if they have enough to do.  Mr. Palac is always there to tell us that we can solve most problems with a little thought, and he is more than ready to offer guidance when we are completely stuck.  He also works with our drive team, making sure they get enough time to practice and are confident in their abilities while still realizing they should be having fun during matches.  Mr. Palac is also a great resource in the pit.  He gives us enough space to work and try new ideas, but he’s also a troubleshooting extraordinaire who helps us think of the best solution possible.  He has taught me so much about solving problems and troubleshooting our wiring systems.  He often gives us challenges in the pit at competitions, even if we have a very small window of time between matches.  Mr. Palac continues to do this for us, even though he hasn’t had a girl on the team for several years.  He has also come to champs in St. Louis to help us when other mentors could not afford to lose several days from work.  This year, he also did this at his own expense.  Mr. Palac is instrumental in bringing new mentors up to speed on FIRST’s build rules and shares his many experiences as to what does and does not work.    In addition to what he does for our team, Mr. Palac also volunteers his time through FIRST as a judge at several district competitions.

